Evaluation of culture media for effects on cell cycle kinetics and incidence of chromosomal aberrations in human blood cells.
Peripheral blood samples from 17 apparently healthy male volunteers were set up in duplicate cultures using three commercially available media: Eagle's MEM, RPMI 1640, and TC 199. BUdR (5-bromo,2-deoxyuridine) (10 micrograms/mL) was added to one of the cultures from each person in each medium after 24 h of culture initiation. All cultures were harvested at 72 h of incubation in the presence of colcemid. RPMI 1640 stimulated the highest mitotic activity in both BUdR-treated and untreated cultures. Higher numbers of first division metaphases corresponded with the higher frequency of chromosome-type aberrations in cultures with Eagle's MEM as compared with RPMI 1640 media. On the other hand, higher numbers of chromatid-type aberrations were present in cultures with TC 199 as compared with those with Eagle's MEM. When the chromosome- and chromatid-type aberration data were pooled to score total cytogenetic abnormalities, an influence of the medium was demonstrable. While cultures with Eagle's MEM and TC 199 had the greater number of first division cells, third of subsequent division cells were most prevalent in RPMI 1640 cultures. It is inferred that the length of the cell cycle, the mitotic index, and to some degree the incidence of spontaneous cytogenetic abnormalities are variable attributes of culture media.